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The Coast part of The Hub came to life this week as the VW
Camper that we have made to hold the interactive whiteboard has
been displaying the Hayfield Heroes from last week. The Heroes
will now look like they are driving the newly named ‘Hero Bus’
each week so that the children, staff and visitors will all be able to
see who has earned the hero award. Eagle-eyed people will also
notice that our Reading Caravan in ‘The Country’ part of The Hub
is also being towed by the hero bus! It’s not finished yet (we still
need to add the title banner) but there is a picture on our blog of
the Hero Bus and more will follow soon including the Country area
as well!
Bumblebee’s have been enjoying their new computer zone this week in their classroom. As you know we
use all mobile technologies in our school including laptops and i-pads. Unfortunately the smaller
keyboards aren’t always easy for the Reception children to use. The new computer zone uses the same
tablets (on a flexible stand) but with new keyboards and mouse added which are much more usable by
the younger children.
We have also had some amazing new additions to the Explorer Room thanks to some really cool stuff
being donated to us. Skye’s parents have given is a vintage working model steam roller. We haven’t
powered it up yet but it is fully working and runs on real steam! It is a really interesting thing to have in
the Explorer Room which will also be used when the children are learning about Forces and Motion in the
future in KS2. Mrs Jackson, who was a governor and now volunteers in school every week, has also given
us some really interesting dragonfly larvae and early stages (they are dead!) of growing which are quite
scary but cool to see. Thank you both!

Craig Charteris

Head Teacher

Message from Miss Hardie
Thank you SO much for the very kind and generous gift you gave me
last week. It really has been a pleasure to have begun this journey with
you and I look forward to seeing how the school community continues to
grow over the next year.

Bags 2 School
Thank you all for your donations for our Bags 2 School textiles collection which has raised a fantastic
£46.20 for the school which we will add to our ‘School Fund’ which we use to pay for extras for the
children like the Christmas shows, visitors and treats!

